
 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Abstract  

The thesis focuses on the definition of theoretical and practical nature of intraday 

trading. That is, technical analysis tools, development of trading systems, selection of 

broker and application of software support and knowledge to trade in futures markets 

with emphasis on the underlying instrument - Indexes. As a very important part of  

intraday trading is also discussed  the psychology of trading, which despite its apparent 

irrelevance is one of the most important aspect of profitable trading in real markets, 

together with good money and risk management.. Based on research it is developed and 

in this work presented the intraday trading system, designed for profitable trading on 

stock markets – Indices, and the results and experience with its deployment in real 

world markets. 

 

Abstrakt 

Diplomová práce se zaměřuje na vymezení teoretické a praktické podstaty 

intradenního obchodování. To jest použití nástrojů technické analýzy, představení 

obchodních systémů, výběr brokera a aplikace poznatků a softwarové podpory při 

uskutečňování obchodů na termínových trzích s důrazem na podkladový nástroj – 

indexy. Jako o velice důležité součásti intradenního obchodování je také pojednáno o 

psychologii  tradingu, která  navzdory své zdánlivé nepodstatnosti  je jednou 

z nejdůležitějších aspektů ziskového obchodování na reálných trzích současně s 

kvalitním money managementem a řízením rizika. Na základě výzkumu je vytvořen a 

v této práci prezentován intradenní obchodní systém určen pro ziskové obchodování na 

burzovních trzích – indexech, a výsledky a zkušenosti s jeho reálným nasazením na 

světových trzích. 
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Introduction 
 

Topic of intraday trading is very popular in US and starting to be in Czech Republic 

too. The number of information about this industry is increasing, but the quality sources 

are rare. This work could be one of them. The exceptionality can be found in real 

trading experience and not only theoretical facet. 

Trading has to be dealt with like a real business not gambling. It is ordinary type of 

business and it has to be treated as such from the beginning. There are many various 

ways how to invest money on the markets. From forex, futures, to stocks, options and 

spreads. The differences are mainly only time and money you are able to offer. In this 

work we deal with intraday trading, the most risky type. 

In the first part the work will be focused on theoretical aspects such as: types of 

futures, technical analyses, money management and psychology of trading. These 

theoretical recourses will provide background for the analytical part, which deals with 

developing of trading system, backtesting and subsequent live trading. Furthermore 

existing results are developed in series of conclusion and recommendation. The trading 

system was developed on the basics of an existing one. Still the statistical testing was 

very challenging. The live trading is a stand-alone chapter, which can serve as an 

instruction for future traders. Live experience is very valuable and beginners can take 

lessons to avoid expensive mistakes. The work shows what direction to start and what 

better to avoid. 
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1 Executive summary 
 

Critical analysis of selected strategies of intraday trading (equity indices) using 

technical analysis to create a profitable trading system and  it is subsequent use in 

practice to verify the profitability in terms of real markets. 

Methods used for reaching this goal are statistical calculation and tests to determine 

what is the probability of profit and the win ratio. Following the distribution function of 

profits and losses that are displayed in an equity curve. And finally the use of the 

developed and properly tested system in real markets. Many variants and settings are 

tested. This is possible due to a good theoretical background which is provided. The 

following live long lasting test provides sufficient testifying value about the whole 

problem. Results are properly evaluated and suitable proposals offered. Because of this 

test important fact were discovered that strongly influence any other research and 

development. 
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2 Theoretical basis of the work 

2.1 Futures 

2.1.1 Financial derivatives 

 

Financial futures 

There has been a big expansion in trading these products  in last 30 years. Thanks 

to its sharp development, derivatives can trade also small investor not only big 

institutional traders. Advantages of these instruments are for instance: investment 

opportunities, huge liquidity and low cost. 

Financial futures are quite young instrument which expanded in 70.‟s and 80.‟s. 

This was caused by turbulences and increased volatility on financial markets. Sharp 

price moves of stocks caused establishing of new financial instruments and their main 

goal was to save the investors against risk. So first financial derivatives came, which are 

also based on underlying assets just like commodity futures. In case of financial 

derivatives this assets are financial instruments and their offer is very wide. The basic 

underlying assets by financial futures are: stock indexes, bonds, currencies. Price of the 

financial derivatives is based on the price of the underlying assets. 

The most popular are futures contract on stock indexes. Assets in this case are stock 

indexes, that express a value of some defined basket of stocks. If the price of the stock 

index changes the price of the derivatives changes too. Among the most popular and 

traded indexes are: S&P 500 (USA), Nasdaq 100 (USA), Dow Jones Industrial (USA), 

Russell 2000 (USA), DAX (Germany), DJ Euro Stoxx 50 (Eurozone), Nikkei 225 

(Japan). 

It is typical for derivatives to use a financial leverage when investor doesn‟t pay for 

the contract the full amount but only a deposit called margin. The same is with futures 

on stock indexes. Among smaller investors are very favourite so called mini contracts 

on stock indexes which demand only smaller deposit of cash. These instrument stand 

for simple fast and effective way how to trade on worlds stock markets. Advantages of 

these instruments: ability to speculate on the price development of the whole stock 

market, high liquidity and small spreads, possibility to earn on rising but also sinking 
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markets, high leverage effect, small capital requirements. Liquidity is guaranteed, 

therefore investor is not worried about high spreads and can trade even on one minute 

timeframe. There is a high daily profit potential when compared to other forms of 

investment. High possibility of profit equals to corresponding risk. 

When trading futures on stocks index, technical analysis is used for positions 

entries and exits. Contracts are mostly traded on American CME Group, Eurex and 

Liffe-Euronext. (ČERMÁK, 2009) 

E-mini S&P 500 – the most traded, in trading platforms can be found shortened as 

ES. Prices are counted according to the S&P 500. It is counted out of prices of 500 

stocks of biggest companies traded in USA on the New York Stock Exchange. The 

value of a full point of the market ES is 50 USD, the smallest move of the market (one 

tick) is 0,25 points that represents the value of 12,50 USD. It is the most expensive one 

of four US stock indexes. The market is characterized by huge liquidity and it is no 

problem to trade tens or even hundreds of contract in one time. Therefore ES attracts 

usually professional traders with big accounts. 

E-mini Russell 2000 (known as TF). Built on stock index  Russell 2000 which is 

based on 2000 shares of smaller companies. Value of the full point of TF is 100 USD, 

the smallest move of the market is 0,10 points which represents value of 10 USD. 

Among the main indexes TF is the most volatile and active suitable for traders that can 

gain from bigger moves. The market is traded on the ICE exchange. (NESNÍDAL, a 

další, 2009) 

 

Trading 

Trading is a zero sum game. If one trader profits the other one has to lose.”People 

trade because they obtain external benefits from trading. These benefits include 

expected returns from holding securities, risk reduction from holding correlated assets 

and gambling entertainment. Winning traders trade for profit. Utilitarian  traders trade 

because their external benefits of trading are greater than their looses. Futile traders 

expect to profit but for variety of reasons their expectations are not realized. Winning 
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traders make prices efficient and provide most liquidity. Utilitarian and futile traders 

effectively underwrite the winning traders efforts.” (HARRIS, 1993) 

 

2.2 Trading approach 
 

The name - speculator includes all subjects that buy and sell financial instruments  

to gain some profit. It can be large companies (funds) or small private traders. 

There are two approaches how to look on the market: 

 Fundamental analysis 

 Technical analysis 

Fundamental traders decide on supply and demand of the given commodity. They 

study resources, weather but mainly financial and political news and information. 

Fundamental trading demands deep knowledge of given commodity, therefore trader is 

focused only on few commodities. 

Most of the small traders are technically oriented. The decisions come from 

technical analysis of graphs and charts. Technical traders look for various formations, 

work with indicators, mathematical formulas or they react to the crowd behaviour. 

These traders do not need to know details about the commodity, only actual price graph. 

Some traders naturally combine both approaches – the basic analyses is based on 

technical approach that is if needed combined with detailed fundamental aspects. 

Simply, there are two ways of trading:  

 Position 

 Intraday 

Position trader is everyone who holds the open positions more than 1 day. Position 

trader can hold his positions for days, weeks, or even years. He can also trade season 
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trades based on season cycles. Trader usually works with daily and weekly charts 

(graphs). 

Intraday trader is everyone who trades during the day and holds his positions only a 

few minutes, maximally hours, but never over night. Intraday trader works with 1,2,3,5, 

15 and 30 minutes timeframe with minimal interest about weekly and monthly charts. 

Each of these trading approaches can use different strategies, or at least different 

nuances. Some position strategies will not work for intraday trading and vice versa. 

Every way of trading is suitable for different personal characteristics. Intraday trading is 

more suitable for less patient people but position trading is suitable for really very 

patient individuals who do not mind their positions opened for days or weeks with no 

strong direction.  

Another aspect is time – when the position trader is sufficient with one hour a day 

or at least few hours a week to analyse and plan the trades, the intraday trader has to be 

tied up in front of the computer few hours every day. 

Position trading advantages: time consumption, less stress, huge profit potential, 

graphs and data usually for free, sufficient time for deciding over trade. Disadvantages: 

the market can move only sideways for a long time, holding positions over night is 

more risky, because many unexpected events can happen (reports) that influence the 

price next day. Higher commissions, higher margins, less opportunities to trade. 

Intraday advantages: every day starting with blank sheet, smaller commissions, 

smaller margins (about 75%), possibility to make hundreds in few minutes, not holding 

position overnight, smaller risk – smaller stoplosses. 

Disadvantages: time requiring, only through online trading, intraday real-time data 

and graphs has to be paid, almost no time for decisions which are made in seconds. 

(FINANCNIK, 2004) 
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Winning trading 

“Skilled traders generally can profit when they have access to information of one 

kind or another. Value motivated traders access the entire stock of fundamental 

information. Informed traders have first access to news events which change the stock 

of fundamental information. Market-makers have access to order flow. Upstairs traders 

have access to latent trading demands. Bluffers create and access their own information. 

Prices are made efficient primarily by the winning traders. Value-motivated traders set 

fundamental price levels and maintain cross-sectional relation based on value 

fundamentals among asset classes and individual securities. Informed traders update 

prices to reflect new information. Technical traders ensure that no predictable 

components in returns exist. Arbitrageurs ensure that common risks have common 

prices. Liquidity also is supplied primarily by winning traders. Value-motivated traders 

are the ultimate source of depth and resiliency. Upstairs traders provide depth and 

organise liquidity for large traders. Market-makers provide immediacy by connecting 

liquidity demands through time. Arbitrageurs connect liquidity demands across space. 

The winning traders can only profit to the extend that the other traders are willing 

to lose. Traders are willing to lose when they obtain external benefits from trading. The 

most important external benefits are expected returns from holding risky securities that 

represent deferred consumption. Hedging and gambling provide other external benefits. 

Markets would not exist without utilitarian traders. Their trading looses fund the 

winning traders who make prices efficient and provide liquidity.” (HARRIS, 1993) 
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2.3 Price action and TA 

2.3.1 Basic formations in graphs 

 

Triangle 

 

Triangle is a price thickened area, which upper and lower boundaries go together 

on the right side. It can serve as a sign of trend reversal but more often as a sign of 

continuation.  Small triangle, compared to the previous trend signs rather continuation. 

Big triangles can be considered more like signal of reverse. Some of triangles become 

choppy market. Uptrends and downtrends are crossed with triangles. The symmetric 

triangle reflects the balance of strengths between bulls and bears and works more as 

trend continuation. With the increasing age of the triangle the volume of trades 

decreases. If the volume of trades significantly increases in direction to the upper line of 

the triangle, probably there will be breakout from the top. The breakout has to be 

supported with a massive increase of volume to be valid. 

Rules for triangles: It is better not to trade small price swings inside the triangle. 

The swings are getting narrow and so the profit potential is decreasing while slippage 

and commission is still there.  

When making trading decision based on triangle – up or down - it can be important 

to look at the weakly chart to search signs of trends and in that case trade into this 

direction. If trader wants to buy breakout up, then it is handy to place buying order few 

tics over the upper border of the triangle. As soon as the trade is filled it is needed to 

place the SL inside the triangle because the prices can do the pullback inside the 

triangle. But usually not very deeply. (ELDER, 2006) 

 

2.3.2 Candle bar chart 

 

Round year 1700 in Japan was developed a unique method of chart analysis. It was 

developed by Munehisa Homma. Candlestick charts belong to the oldest and frequently 
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used graphs. Many traders like it for its simplicity, clarity and possibility of using 

various technical formations and patterns. 

 Open – opening value in given timeframe 

 Close – closing value in given timeframe 

 High – highest value 

 Low – lowest value 

 

Chart 1-Candlebar chart (created by author) 

 

Candlestick or bar chart do not show the exact development in the timeframe. For 

deeper analysis it is suitable to use smaller timeframes. The uniqueness of candlebars is 

in its graphical expression. This gives the technical analysis the feel of plasticity- the 

orientation becomes easier. Also a Doji candle has to be mentioned which shows neutral 

behaviour. (MAŠLÁŇ, 2009)  

 

Swing Highs and Lows 

“Is price testing any areas of swing highs or lows? Of particular importance are 

those which lead to a change of trend definition; how is price reacting at those swing 

highs or lows?  
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For an uptrend 

Pullbacks to previous areas of swing low support should be watched closely. We 

expect them to hold. Is the price action showing signs of the level holding, or is it 

threatening to break? If it breaks, is price showing signs of rejection (opposing 

orderflow / difficulty continuing) or is price accepting this new area?  

Pullbacks to previous swing highs (within an uptrend) are not as critical, but should 

still be watched for their reaction. Extensions are expected to break the previous swing 

high. Is price action supporting that premise, or is the candle pattern showing weakness. 

If it can‟t exceed the previous swing high, we need to be alert for further signs of 

weakness which may forecast a complex correction or reversal.  

 

For a downtrend 

Pullbacks to previous areas of swing high resistance should be watched closely. We 

expect them to hold. Is the price action showing signs of the level holding, or is it 

threatening to break? If it breaks, is price showing signs of rejection (opposing 

orderflow / difficulty continuing) or is price accepting this new area?  

Pullbacks to previous swing lows (within a downtrend) are not as critical, but 

should still be watched for their reaction.  Extensions are expected to break the previous 

swing low. Is price action supporting that premise, or is the candle pattern showing 

weakness. If it can‟t break the previous swing low, we need to be alert for further signs 

of weakness which may forecast a complex correction or reversal.  

 

For a sideways trend 

 Is price testing a range boundary?  

 Has the market shown strength or weakness on approach to the boundary? Is the 

current candle pattern sentiment continuing this strength or weakness, or has 

something changed?  
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 Is the pattern showing signs of orderflow opposing the move into the range 

boundary, such as tails rejecting price at or near the level?  

 Has the pattern breached the area of range S/R? If so, is it now showing signs of 

acceptance or rejection of this new area? “ (BEGGS, 2012) 

 

2.3.3 Indicators/Oscillators 

 

Indicators can help us identify trends and the reversal points. They offer deeper 

look into bulls and bears power.  But there is a problem with indicators that usually one 

denies another. Some of them work on trend markets, some of them on choppy markets. 

Some are built to catch the reversal point. It can be very tricky for beginners to be 

stocked in the indicator flood. Real traders need to know what indicators work best on 

what conditions. Before using any indicator, trader has to know what it measures and 

how it works. Only so you will have the confidence in its signals.  

There are three groups of indicators:  

 Trendfollowing 

 Oscillators 

 Mixed 

Trendfollowing work best when markets are moving but give false signals on slow, 

choppy markets. Oscillators are great on non-trending markets, but give precipitate 

signals when new trend is developing. Mixed indicators offer special view in to the 

mass (crowd) psychology. For profitable trading it is suitable to combine few indicators 

from few groups, so the negative sides were eliminated and the positive stayed 

untouched. Trendfollowing include: moving average (MA), MACD (moving average 

convergence-divergence), Directional System, on-balance Volume, Accumulation- 

distribution and more. These are the same or delayed behind the trend and their 

development turns as soon as the trend changes. 
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Oscillators help to identify reversal points. Including Stochastic, Rate of Change, 

Smoothed Rate of Change, Momentum, RSI (Relative strength index), CCI  Commodity 

Channel Index, Force index, William %R, etc. Oscillators go identically with trend or 

even before it. And their running often turns even before change of the price.  

Mixed indicators allow to view in the intensity of the bulls and bears opinions on 

the markets. Include New high-new low index, Put-call ratio, Bullish Consensus, 

Commitments of traders, Advance /decline index, Trade‟s index, etc. They run together 

with trend or before it. (ELDER, 2006) 

 

 

Chart 2- Demonstration of triangle, EMA, MACD-histogram and divergence (created by author) 
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2.3.4 EMAS – MACD – Divergence 

 

Moving averages (EMA) 

Moving average – MA shows average value of data in width of its time window. 

Five day MA shows the average value of last 5 days, twenty day MA of last 20 days etc. 

When the value of MA is connected we create a curve of moving average. The size of 

MA depends on two factors: values that are measured and the width of the time window 

in which we measure the MA. 

Assume that we want to calculate three day simple MA of some stock. If in these 

days the stock closes on 19, 21 and 20, the simple MA of closing prices is 20 - 

(19+21+20)/3. The fourth day the price closes on 22. The three day moving average rise 

to 21. It is the average of last 3 days (21+20+22)/3. 

There are 3 main types of averages:  

 Simple 

 Exponential 

 Weightened 

Most of the traders use the simple MA. But it has one fatal lack. The MA changes 

when the old price is released from the time window. If the high price value disappears 

the MA sinks and if it is a low price, the MA rises. These movements have nothing to 

do with the reality of the Markets. The most important message that us MA gives is the 

direction of its slope. If it points up, it shows that the market crowd becomes more 

optimistic – bullish, but if it goes down, the crowd is still getting more pessimistic – 

bearish. If the crowd is more bullish than before, the prices rise over MA. But if the 

crowd is more bearish, prices sing under MA. 

Exponential moving average (EMA) is a better instrument for watching trends than 

simple MA. It gives more weight to actual data and responds to the changes faster than 

simple MA. 
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Simultaneously EMA does not jump up and down depending on old data. EMA has 

two main advantages over the simple moving average. First, it assigns more weight to 

the most recent trading day. The actual mood of the crowd is the most important. 

Secondly, EMA does not exclude the old data at the end of its time window like the 

simple MA. The old data slowly dissolves. Relatively short EMA is more sensitive to 

price changes – it enables the trader to catch the trend sooner. Relatively long EMA is 

not so sensitive and does not register every small move, but main reversal points are 

displayed later. 

Moving averages help us to trade in the direction of the trend. The most important 

message that is given to is results of the direction of its slope. It shows the direction of 

inertia of the market. If EMA rises, it is best to enter long positions. Buy if the prices 

penetrate near or slightly under the moving average. When in position, place the SL 

under the last next low and move to BE when prices close over its EMA. When the 

EMA curve is flat and turns only slightly, we deal with sideways choppy market. In this 

case it is not recommended to use methods suitable for watching trends. 

The old mechanical trading methods based on MA crossovers worked only on 

trending markets. But when they create a pillow-shape when there is no trade, big 

looses appear. Even with various filters which not only reduce loses but the same 

amount of profits. MAs can also be used as zones of support and resistance. Rising MA 

creates bottom under the prices and sinking top over them. Therefore it is suitable to 

buy near rising MA and selling near sinking MA. MAs can be even applied on 

indicators. Some traders for instance use moving average of volume of trades. (ELDER, 

2006) 

 

MACD 

MACD was developed by Gerald Appel, analyst from New York. Moving average 

convergence-divergence is built from 3 MAs. It appears on a graph in a form of two 

lines and their cross offers certain trading signal. The MACD curve is created by 2 

EMAs and responds very quickly on changes. The signal curve is created by line 

MACD smoothened by another EMA which responds on changes bit slower. Signals for 
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buying and selling occur when the fast MACD curve crosses the signal curve from the 

top or bottom. 

Every price reflects consensus over value among the crowd of the participants of 

the market in the moment of trade. Moving average represents an average consensus 

over value in chosen time frame. By crossing MACD and a signal curve the change in 

bulls and bears balance is identified. When the fast rises over the slow, it can be seen 

that the bulls are dominant and it is better to enter long positions and vice versa. 

Crossing of MACD lines identifies changes on the market. Trading into the direction of 

crossing means to flow with the market crowd. 

 

MACD- Histogram 

This indicator measures the difference between MACD curve and a signal curve. 

This difference is shown as histogram – a series of vertical lines. If the fast curve is over 

slow, histogram is positive and is drawn over the zero line. If the fast curve is under the 

slow, MACD-histogram is negative and is drawn under the zero line. When both curves 

touch each other the histogram equals zero.  

The slope of the histogram is defined by the relationship among two neighbouring 

bars. We look for rising or declining slope. Slope of the MACD histogram identifies 

dominant group on the market. Rising histogram signs that bulls are getting stronger. If 

the fast curve of MACD rises faster than the slow one, the histogram rises too. That 

means that bulls are stronger than they used to be and that there is a good moment for 

entering long positions. If the slope of the MACD histogram develops in the same way 

like prices, the ongoing trend is safe. But if its slope is in opposite direction, the health 

of the trend can be doubt. It is better to trade in the direction of the slope. The slope of 

MACD-histogram is more important than its position over or under the middle line. The 

best signal for selling is given in such moment when the histogram is over the middle 

line, but his slope is declining. That means that the bulls are getting tired. Histogram 

can help traders to view the path in front of them. New highs and lows in the indicator 

are usually followed by new highs and lows in the price development. (ELDER, 2006) 
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New top values in last few days sign, that bulls are very strong and the prices will 

apparently continue to grow. If histogram reaches a new high, the uptrend is healthy and 

we can expect new price growth. Histogram confirms new trend when reaches new 

highs or lows in harmony with prices. 

 

Divergence 

Divergence between MACD-histogram and prices identifies main points of reverse. 

These signals occur only rarely, but when that happens, it often enables the trader to 

catch the main reverses or the beginnings of new trends. It is one of the strongest signals 

in technical analyses. They do not occur at every important top or bottom, but when you 

see divergence it has to be considered that the reverse point is near. 

When prices rise to higher high, but MACD histogram creates lower top it is the 

bearish divergence. The lower point of MACD histogram shows that bulls are weak in 

the inside, however the prices still rise. When bulls can not the bears are ready to take 

control. The bearish divergence between MACD histogram and prices identifies a 

weakness of price tops of the market. It gives a signal to sell just in time when most of 

the traders enthusiastically expect new high. If the divergence is fake and new highs are 

reached the traders are out of the trade on SL. In this case it is good to watch the 

histogram carefully. If it diverges again we have so called triple divergence which is 

really very strong signal. Histogram works on every timeframe: weekly, daily, and 

intraday. Only signals in longer timeframes lead to bigger price changes. (ELDER, 

2006) 

 

Downtrend – From the Perspective of Supply & Demand and Trader Decisions  

“An area of trend resistance has formed as traders, for whatever reason, have 

determined that the swing high is overvalued. New short positions are established and 

bearish sentiment results in falling prices. A downwards extension develops due to 

bearish pressure overcoming bullish pressure. Traders continue making selling 
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decisions and are willing to continue selling at lower prices in order to get into this 

market, pushing price to new lows.  At some point, short-term shorts will take profits 

and new longs will be attracted to the market by lower prices. This increase in bullish 

pressure will overcome the bearish pressure and form a bottoming pattern; an area of 

trend support forming as a swing low. The rally from the swing low attracts more 

bullish orderflow, as more shorts will take profits (having recognized the swing low 

support) and more longs are attracted to the market. The price pullback involves bullish 

pressure temporarily overcoming the bearish pressure to drive price upwards. Traders 

are making buying decisions and are willing to continue buying at higher prices in order 

to get their order filled.  

This is not necessarily an indication of a trend reversal. The higher prices that occur 

as a result of the bullish sentiment are unable to attract sufficient bullish orderflow to 

break the previous swing high and result in a trend reversal. Rather, these higher prices 

attract more selling, sufficient to match the bullish orderflow and halt the pullback. 

Sentiment changes again to bearish as more selling is attracted and as longs cover their 

position, recognizing that the upwards price swing is simply a pullback and not a 

reversal. A new area of trend resistance forms, as a lower swing high.  Bearish 

sentiment again leads to price falling below this swing high and the process repeats.  

Interestingly, the bearish pressure within a downtrend is not just from new selling 

decisions. Remember, each transaction involves both a buy and a sell. Price movement 

is a result of the net trading decisions of all traders, and the urgency with which one side 

is more desperate to transact than the other side. Much of the bearish pressure within a 

downtrend comes from longs (who tried to pick the reversal) exiting out of their losing 

positions.  

Consider the psychology and thought processes of the majority of traders (those 

who consistently lose). Having failed to catch the downtrend and now seeing falling 

prices, these traders are consumed by negative thoughts and emotions – regret, anger 

and ultimately revenge. Knowing a price swing can‟t go on forever they enter long at 

the first sign of stall or potential support, hoping to gain an early entry into the trend 

reversal. Usually they‟re wrong. Even if they‟re right and have managed to time an 

entry at or near a swing low, it‟s usually only temporary as the upswing proves to be a 
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pullback within the continuing downtrend rather than a trend reversal. Our emotionally 

influenced trader is then forced to exit their long position (sell order) as their stops are 

hit; contributing once again to their net loss situation through another poorly managed 

losing trade. A significant portion of the bearish pressure within a downtrend is the 

losing long exiting their position (via a sell order). In many respects, the downtrend is 

fuelled by the losers on the bullish side. 

 

Sideways Trend - Definition  

A sideways trend comprises a series of price swings existing within the range of a 

significant upper resistance area and a significant lower support area. The range support 

and resistance boundaries (range lower and upper boundaries) may be formed from 

either higher timeframe S/R and/or significant trading timeframe swing highs or lows.” 

(BEGGS, 2012) 

 

2.3.5 Pin bar, inside bar 

 

Pin bar 

Pinbars are almost the same like more known formations hammer and a shooting 

star. These occur after long bullish uptrend and indicate possible reverse - that there are 

not any more buyers. A candle like this has a long upper wick, and the open and close 

of the candle is in a close position and in the bottom part of the body. How can these 

formations be used in trading? It is not good to trade only these formations but in 

combination with any other trend reversal indications can be very strong. For instance 

when formation like this occurs on any important  S/R level gives much more edge than 

standing alone. (URBAN, 2010)  
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Chart 3- Pinbar (created by author) 

 

Supporting factors can be following 

S/R levels, retracement levels, trendlines, psychologically important numbers 

(820,745,900), moving averages, long nose of the pinbar. This formation can be used at 

all timeframes, but on higher timeframes works more reliably (at least 1 hour 

timeframe). 

 

Inside bar 

Trading inside bar has almost the same logic like trading pinbars. So many 

characters are similar. And we can use the earlier mentioned advice for this setup too. 

The formation inside bar is created when the high and the low of the current candle is 

located inside the previous candle. Similar to “doji” candle it also shows the uncertainty 

of the traders. This also can be understood as the unwillingness to reach higher highs. 
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Therefore inside bar can predict a reverse to lower values. Inside bars can be traded at 

any timeframe, but the usual rule has to be noticed that shorter timeframes offer more 

often opportunities, but these are not so strong and more risky than at higher 

timeframes. Pinbars are suitable for trading with stop orders – on side of the candle is 

the stop order the other side is SL. 

There can also be found inside bar which is already in another inside bar. Those 

setups are especially strong. If the inside bar is created very near to a S/R level it is 

suitable to place the order over/under the S/R level to eliminate false breakouts. 

Because the price can stop at the near S/R level. Similar to pinbars, also inside bars 

cannot be traded “standing alone”. Further supporting factors (context) is needed while 

trade execution. Those can be primarily strong S/R levels, moving averages, trendlines, 

round numbers etc. Inside bars on higher timeframes (4H or daily) are quite successful. 

However on shorter timeframes often appear failure breakouts which end on stoploss. 

(URBAN, 2010) 

 

2.3.6 Support/ resistance 

The ball falls on the floor and bounces back. Than it falls again after hitting the 

ceiling. Support and resistance are like floor and ceiling which pulls prices between 

them. Understanding support and resistance is crucial for understanding price trends and 

formations. Support pulls the prices from the bottom and resistance from top. It is better 

to draw the S/R trendlines as a connection of many similar price levels. These price 

levels show the places where many traders changed their mind. On the other hand 

extremes show only the panic and thoughts of the weakest traders. Weaker SR levels 

only stop the price but the stronger levels reverse the trends. 

 S/R exist because traders remember them. Our thoughts encourage us to buy or to 

sell at certain price levels. Buying and selling of the mass of the traders creates support 

and resistance. If the traders remember that the prices recently stopped sinking and from 

certain level started rising again, they will probably buy as soon as the price reaches that 

level again. If the traders remember that the uptrend recently reversed after hitting 

certain top, they will sell short as soon as the prices reaches near that top again. 
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For instance the most of the price rises were stopped at the moment when Dow 

Jones industrial Average rose to 950 or 1000 points. This resistance was so strong that it 

has its own name when the bulls were able to push the price through the level it became 

very strong support. Support and resistance also exist that masses of traders feel pain 

and disappointment. Traders who hold loss positions or traders who missed the 

opportunity are disappointed and also wait that they get a second chance. Feelings of 

pain and disappointment are mild when the market does not trend and the movements 

are smaller, because they are not hurt so much. Breakout and establishing of a new trend 

brings intensive pain and disappointment. 

When the market is flat, the traders buy at the bottom edge of the trading range and 

short at its upper edge. In uptrend bears feel pain and bulls regret that they did not buy 

more. Both groups are decided that that they buy if the market gives them second 

opportunity. Pain of bears and disappointment of bulls leading to resolve the situation 

(buying) creates support. The strength of support and resistance depends on the strength 

of feelings among the masses of traders. Further the prices stay in the congestion area 

the stronger the emotional commitment of bulls and bears is. If the prices approach this 

area from above, it serves as a support. If the prices rose from below, it serves as 

resistance. That means the congestion area (CG) can serves as support and also 

resistance. (ELDER, 2006) 

 

Chart 4- S/R levels and volume (created by author) 
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The strength of S/R zone depends on 3 factors: on its length, height and the volume 

of trades, which took place in it. Further the area of S/R is the stronger it becomes. In 

the chart of 2 week trading we can find only few S/R levels. The 2 month chart creates 

medium S/R and the 2 year graph reveals strong support and resistance. 

As the lines of S/R are getting old they gradually weaken. The losers are replaced 

by new traders, who do not have the same emotional engagement to old price levels. 

People who lost money, after certain time only rarely remember their previous loses. 

Those who have made bad decisions few years ago are probably out of the market now, 

therefore those memories cannot influence the market. The strength of S/R rises when 

the prices hit them again. When the traders see, that the prices repulsed from certain 

level, the traders seem to believe, that the prices will repulse from the same level again 

in the future. 

 

Recommended rules for S/R trading 

Anytime the trader is in position near support or resistance, he should tighten the 

stoploss. The strength and health of the trend belongs to its behaviour when it hits the 

S/R. When the trend is strong enough to break through that area on continued, its power 

is increasing and the tight SL is not hit. But when it bounces if the S/R and the trend is 

weakened and then reversed the tight SL can save a big portion of profits. S/R are more 

important by long-term trading rather than short-term. Weekly graphs are more 

important than daily. It is useful to check more timeframes at one time and subordinate 

in accordance to the longer timeframe. 

The markets are more often non-trending than trending. So, many breakouts in the 

markets are fake. The fake breakout is hated by amateurs but loved by professionals. 

Pro traders expect prices to fluctuate most of the time around some value. They wait till 

prices after breakout up stop creating new highs. Then they attack – they trade against 

the breakout and place the SL on the last extreme value. The SL is very tight therefore 

the risk is minimal in opposite of big potential. The RRR is so favourable that they can 

be half wrong and still make money. 
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The real breakouts are confirmed by big volume of trades, meanwhile the fake ones 

are accompanied by low trade volume. The fake breakouts come usually with 

divergence between the price action and indicators. (ELDER, 2006) 

 

2.3.7 Volume 

 

Volume (often VOL, Volume of trades), is an indicator that shows overall number 

of contracts traded in a specific timeframe (minute, hour, day, month and etc.). In other 

words, volume tells us, how much people traded in given moment. High value means 

many trades in a specific time period and vice versa. 

If there is a daily VOL 1000 -  in the given day there was traded 1000 contracts of 

given market short or long side. Volume can be interpreted in forms of numbers or also 

various graphs. High volume of trades are usually in trading days that are influenced by 

some important fundamental news. If there is an important information among traders 

most of them start to react by closing current positions or opening new ones and volume 

rises. Low volume can be seen in days when the market is calm and sideways (choppy). 

But when prices break out of this range, the volume rises, because big amount of orders 

is placed over/under this trading range. For traders volume can also be useful to 

indentify liquidity of given market. If there are only a few hundreds of contracts traded 

in a day, that indicates non-liquid market and trader should stay away from those. In 

markets with small liquidity are problems with order filling and there is also a danger of 

limit moves. 

It can be said that 10000 contracts per day is a decent liquid market. Some of the 

markets reach even volume of 100 000 contracts traded per one day. For intraday 

trading sufficient volume is highly recommended. Another possible use of volume 

indicator can be indication of the trend reversal. It is not a 100% way but volume can 

really sign this reverse, which is accompanied by extremely high volume. But for using 

this method in trading it is recommended to use it with combination with different 

indicators or technical signals. 
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Also a trader can be noticed by the volume indicator that volume in one contract 

month is sinking and it is the right time to move to the other month. (PODHAJSKÝ, 

2005) 

 

Market analysis 

“Market Analysis should be practiced as much as possible. The practice never ends, 

as there is always more to learn. It‟s a process of constant growth and personal 

development, as we gain more experience in reading the flow of the market through 

years and years of exposure. Experience leads to a better read and a more accurate 

assessment of likely future price direction. A more accurate assessment of likely future 

price direction leads to better identification of trade opportunity. Better identification of 

trade opportunity leads to greater profitability. Live trading provides us the opportunity 

to continually practice our analysis; and our market review sessions and simulator 

replays provide the opportunity to compare our performance with hindsight perfection. 

Replaying the patterns of market behaviour reinforces our intuitive ability to read and 

follow the flow of price.  

However you don‟t need to be trading live to benefit from this. Practice can be 

achieved right now through conducting live market analysis (with no expectation of 

trades). Just follow price action. Determine where it‟s going next through applying your 

Initial Market Analysis process. Then adjust your expectation of future price action bar 

by bar as new candles appear on the right hand edge of your charts. Take some time out 

to practice. Just follow price action. Decide where you expect it to go from here; and 

adjust that through bar by bar ongoing analysis.  

Once again, I would like to reiterate the importance of SIMPLICITY. Don‟t make 

this more complicated than it needs to be. Just question each bar – does it support your 

initial assessment. If so, great! If however it does something unexpected, then decide 

whether to change your expectations for future price direction, or wait for more 

information. If you‟re unsure, then just wait. Another candle will be along shortly.” 

(BEGGS, 2012) 
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2.4 Money management 
 

MM – one of the most important aspects in trading – money flow, adequate risk 

and reword, percent win. MM- helps us to decide how much money we can risk and 

what size of risk is already unacceptable. In other words managing risk on one trade and 

managing capital. Trade management is absolutely the most important approach to 

trading. In practice it means that we cannot ever use our whole capital (or its 

inadequately large part) on one single trade. Many amateurs are able to “bet” 50% of 

their capital on one trade and believe that it goes well.  Usually they lose half of their 

account on one trade. 

 MM rules: Every trade has to be secured by stop loss. Only very small part of 

trader‟s capital can be put in risk on each trade. 

 MM can also be: trader has to be prepared for times when his performance will 

not be good. Trader shall not start trading more aggressive in bad times. There is 

no reason to hold positions on the same level when the account size goes up. 

SL is a simple order by which we can define our maximum loss of our trade in 

advance. This order is placed in the market together with our entry order. We want to be 

sure that we will never be without stop loss (and face the unlimited loss). This order 

exits with prior defined mild loss when the market goes against us. Stop loss enables us 

to control the risk of the given trade. If the trade does not work, trader loses only a small 

part of his account – not more. Through SL we can plan our risk and put it under 

control. Professionals risk only 1-3% of their capital on one trade. 

Tips: never risk more than 3% of account, define the risk using SL, never trade 

without SL, use markets that are suitable to traders account, do not trade when lack of 

capital. If there are more trades opened in one time do not expose more than 50% of 

account. 

Managing capital also requires knowing basic statistics of our trading in order to be 

prepared for it. Those are maximal drawdown in tested time period, maximum number 

of loss trades in a row, maximum number of days/weeks. The plan should be built on 
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the worst scenarios and how to divide our capital according to it. It is also crucial to 

create some reserves to survive bad times. For instance, we want to use 150 USD stop 

loss on one trade. The worst scenario showed that we can count with 15 loosing trades 

in a row. This represents the highest draw down in tested period – 2250. It is important 

to know how big drawdown is the trader willing to take. Most of the traders are about 

20% of their capital. That means – if 20% is a loss of 2250 USD than 100% represents 

11250 USD. Therefore the trader will not start trading with an account smaller than 

11 250 USD. (FINANCNIK, 2004) 

 

2.4.1 Risk reward ratio 

 

Successful trader can risk only in situations that can bring adequate profit. Ratio 

between risk and potential reward. This ratio is next of the basic aspect of money-

management which has to be applied into trading strategies with highest importance. In 

trading, if we risk our money we want to see a profit potential greater than the risk. 

Technical analysis can answer the question regarding reward. It can be in boundaries of 

nearest SR levels or High/Low of the current day. It is not an almighty technique but, it 

helps us to filter trades which do not have a sense. Risk-reward-ratio should be always 

on the traders mind. He should never be settled for a POTENTIAL reward which is 2-3 

times greater than the risk. If traders stick to this rule, they will not have to execute so 

many successful trades, but they will still be able to earn very well. 

RRR depends  also on win percentage of given trading system. It is logical, that if 

you trade with win ratio of 60% and more you can afford to trade for less profits. 

Traders can choose whether they want to have many smaller winning trades with some 

smaller losses or rather less often big profits with higher frequency of smaller losses. 

This can be managed by increasing/decreasing profit targets. This is one of the bit 

advantages of trading, every trader can choose appropriate trading style for his nature 

and personality. But of course it is hardly possible to have high wining ratio and 

meanwhile high RRR. 
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If traders want to have higher win % they can work with the RRR 1:1 – 1:1,5. Ratio 

of 60% winning trades can be reached. Smaller RRR and higher win % can help to even 

out the equity curve.  It is not recommended for amateurs to use RRR smaller than 1:1. 

If trader decides to use smaller RRR, he will reach higher stability of profits – he wants 

to trader only for smaller profits which are in markets very often. But if trader wants to 

be the most profitable the best solution can be higher RRR. Then he has to deal with the 

possibility of much higher drawdown. (NESNÍDAL, a další, 2009) 

 

2.4.2 Position sizing 

 

Many traders are not aware of the fact that if they want to get to the BE of their 

account after a loss, they have to evaluate the rest of the money more in % than they 

originally lost. Simply, if a trader has an account with 10000 USD and loses 10% of it. 

The account would now have 9000 USD left. But to get back to zero (10000 USD) it is 

not enough to evaluate the  9000 account by 10%, but we need 11%. But when we lose 

15% of capital we have to evaluate the rest by 18% to reach the BE. When  loosing 

20%, we need evaluation of 25%, when loosing 25%  we need 33% etc. When we lose 

50% of our capital, we need to evaluate rest of our account by 100% to get back to 

starting value. Therefore starting trader cannot trade too aggressively to lose a big part 

of the account and be out of business. Because it is very difficult to get back. 

Methods of managing positions according to account enlargement is called position 

sizing. Traders will not keep trading only with one contract. This is suitable for novice 

to start with trading. Learn basic principles and get to know how markets work. But for 

serious trading for living is not one single contract enough. Therefore there are many 

mathematical models for effective position management. Usually based on a simple 

fact, adding positions when the performance is good and decreasing when it is poor. But 

the previously mentioned rule of 3% is actually a simple method of position sizing. 

Because when the trader‟s account grows, 3% represents bigger and bigger amount of 

money, therefore more contracts can be added. 
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If we start trading with the account of 10000 USD, our risk would by 5% on one 

trade and our stop loss would be 250 USD, we can start with 2 contracts. If we traded 

well we could add another contract when the account is 5000 USD more. When the 

account is evaluated to 50000 USD, we can trade with 10 contracts. As the account 

grows, so do our positions and the assessment of our account is getting quicker. Make 

10 000 to 50 000 USD with one contract is very difficult. But to do the same goal with 

position sizing is much better choice (15000 USD 3 contracts, 20 000 USD 4 contracts, 

etc.). 

Summary 

Use stop loss. Traders without it will eventually lose a big part of their capital. 

(NESNÍDAL, a další, 2009) 

 

2.4.3 Risk management – MFE, MAE 

 

 MFE analysis – maximum favourable excursion, maximum profit that could be 

reached. It‟s goal is searching optimal exits based on maximum profit of each 

trades most often reached. In backtesting we have to noticed what maximum 

amount of money would each trade make. This value is MFE. This analysis 

should be done at least on 100 trades. Than we find out what profit the market 

reached most often. The selected value should not be over-optimalized – 

therefore values around it should give similar results. 

 MAE analysis – maximum adverse excursion – maximum size of countermove. 

(open loss) Goal of this analysis is to find an “ideal” value for our stoploss. 

(NESNÍDAL, a další, 2008) 
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2.4.4 Margin 

 

Margin is an amount needed to trade one contract, this amount differs broker from 

broker. Every trader needs to have a sufficient account value to cover the size of the 

margin. Margin is divided into initialling, maintaining and overnight margin. (IB, 2012) 

 

2.4.5 Slippage 

 

Slippage can make big difference between backtesting and real trading. Slippage is 

simply a slip in price filling which is usually 1 tick but can be even more. This can 

significantly change the results. Many people do not count with slip when their SL was 

hit, but even at that point negative slip can occur. 

 

2.4.6 Trading orders 

 

The market order is one of the most frequently used orders. When using this order 

the price is not specified  by the trader but the trade is open/closed as soon as possible 

with using the actual price of the market. So usually market orders are used for quick 

executions. The limit orders executes the position for given price (or better). Priority is 

not time but reached price which has to be the same or better as the price given in the 

order. Therefore the trader gets a planned fill however sometimes can occur that the 

market can “run away”. The price could be for a while on the given entry value but the 

exchange could not par the order because there were more in the queue. Limit order is 

often used for exiting the position – profit target. Buying limit orders has to be placed 

with a price which is the same or lower than the actual trading price. It is also obvious 

that the order doesn‟t have to be filled at all. If the price doesn‟t pull back, than there is 

no execution and we miss the trade. 

Stop order is another frequently used order. Stop order is executed when the price 

hits it and then it changes to market type. Stop order is ideal when trader wants to enter 
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the position after breaking a support or resistance level. Stop order is suitable for so 

called stoploss orders. It closes the position when hit. (PODHAJSKÝ, 2005) 

 

2.5 Trading platform 
 

Trading platform that I use is called Ninja trader. This software deserves better 

name, because it is really well built. Most of all it is free for own use and provides 

features such as analysing all markets – futures, stocks, forex. It also has advanced 

multi-series charting with rich drawing tools and extensive indicator library and also the 

comfort ability of trading from the chart. Than the option of running  historical tests and 

analyze the performance of  automated trading strategies with high performance 

backtesting or walk forward and genetic optimization. (NINJATRADER, 2012) 

 

Chart 5- Ninjatrader platform (created by author) 
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2.6 Psychology 
 

At the beginning it is important to mention, that psychology is not everything, as 

usually stated. You can be 100% disciplined, but if your exits and entries are completely 

wrong, you will still lose money. Usually pro-traders say that psychology is 95% of 

their success, but that is because they consider their entries as something natural and 

well managed. 

The main issue about trading psychology is fear and greed, bud also frustration and 

euphoria. For people who have not tried trading it is hard to explain or to believe how 

difficult is to stick to the plan when emotions are in the game. Unexpected emotions 

occur and unable us to perform what we wanted. 

Especially when a trader thinks that he finally learned how to trade and thinks that 

he is a master of the world a blackout day can occur. Many traders have experienced 

that. Few months in a row you perform great, but one day you suddenly change it all. In 

order to reverse the first trade loss you start to trade emotionally, without any rules. 

Lose all your boundaries and do not stick to the basic trading rules, such as money 

management. As the loss goes deeper and deeper you start to adding contracts and the 

tragedy is getting bigger. Trading becomes gambling. You are swallowed in emotions 

and adrenalin. The traders head is just black out for a moment, after hours of this 

madness a trader can lose half of his trading account. These days really happen at 1 of 3 

traders at the beginning of their career. It is important to experience this moment, learn 

from it, overcome it and never do it again. (STEENBARGER, 2011) 

Although it is very important to be consistent, not panic and not fall into sceptics in 

time when we are not doing very well. Those times have all world traders, but discipline 

and restraint, the ability to deal with losses is necessary. Usually when the trading is 

stopped a new series of quite profitable trades occur. This would get the trader out of his 

DD but this already happens without him. This is one of the biggest and most common 

mistakes. Trader starts looking for a different system and is caught in never-ending 

circle in a search of Holy Grail. 
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The reason why it is so difficult to deal with loses can be that today‟s world almost 

does not allow to fail and we face the pressure to be perfect in every occasion. 

Therefore people logically think that failing and taking loses is something bad and 

socially unaccepted. But in the world of trading financial markets we have to forget the 

need to be perfect all the time and we have to accept the natural losses as something 

common, otherwise it would destroy us. 

Second reason why it is for us so difficult to accept small losses can be natural 

patterns of behaviour that are in each of us from childhood. If we did something wrong 

we were punished. So it is natural for us not to make mistakes even subconsciously and 

we think that failing is unacceptable. 

The pressure always to be perfect and not make errors in life from early childhood 

is so strong and noticeable that it is quite natural that people fail to deal with such things 

as repeated financial losses in commodity trading. And of course, face so tight patterns 

of behaviour and peer pressure is very difficult task. Therefore only a few traders who 

were able to get rid of fear of “making mistakes and losing money” paradoxically earn 

huge fortune. So it is needed to start work to be able to accept the fact that in trading –

unlike the real world – there is no need to be always perfect in every respect you have a 

solid chance to succeed. “The road to richness is trough an infinite number of small 

losses.” (NESNÍDAL, 2004) 

 

Tips 

 Know yourself 

 Each person is an individual, unique creature with number of mistakes and 

strengths 

 If people learn to know themselves they will be able to realize own faults and 

strengths and accept them without fear or remorse. Than the trader has a solid 

chance to cope with psychological aspects of trading. Everything you learn 

about yourself and accept will help you to build your own individuality, 

confidence and other skills essential for successful trading 

 Have a system you trust and with whom you identify 
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 Each potentially successful trader should choose a system that fits him. Every 

aspect of the system should correspond with trader‟s nature. It is not good to 

underestimate this critical moment. Try more systems. For someone it can be 

better to trade more aggressive intraday strategy, for different person long-term 

position strategy. It can be better system that produces many small gains and 

fewer losses, or system that produces a lot of small losses and a pair of huge 

profits 

 Simply, the ideal system is not the one that never loses but it is the one you feel 

good about and suits well traders nature 

 Paper training 

 If the system is chosen and the trader thinks that it could fit his character, this 

system should be properly tested first. A huge advantage of commodity and 

stock trading is that people can try system first with hypothetical money. The 

strategy should be tested until it is completely sure that it has fulfilled traders‟ 

expectations. If trader has a real fitting strategy that is tested and the trader is 

happy with the results than he has much bigger faith in this strategy and it is 

easier to accept losses. (NESNÍDAL, 2004) 

 

 What professionals say about success in trading 

“To try to put it as succinctly as possible, in my view traders that are focusing all 

their attention on "set-ups" and finding out which combinations of indicators work are 

never going to become profitable. They are trying to follow the advice of trading books 

that say trading is simple and psychology is everything. So they search for set-ups that 

"work" and that can take the guess work out of trading. They want to be "disciplined" 

and have simple rules that guide all their actions. But there are a few problems with this. 

Namely, while psychology is HUGE, it's not everything. And while trading is all about 

simple principles, actually having an edge is NOT simple. It's a myth that you can have 

a couple simple price or indicator set-ups and make money consistently if only you are 

disciplined. That's a load of crap. It keeps the dream alive for wannabe traders who 

never realize what it's truly about. Well let me tell you what it's truly about... 
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Trading is about being okay with ambiguity. It's about tolerating confusion. It's 

about sitting with discomfort and being at peace with it. It's about not having an exact 

script of when to trade or not to trade, or what's really a high odds trade, and being okay 

with that. It's about exceptions to the rules. It's about contradiction. It's about 

uncertainty. And yet traders left and right want to make it simple. They want to reduce 

it to a few simple set-ups to trade with discipline. And yet the market is not simple. The 

market is all about uncertainty, and complexity, and ambiguity. Simple set-ups could 

never capture that, and they can never give you a true lasting edge. So what's the 

solution? Is the problem in the simple set-ups themselves? No, it's in how they're being 

used. The bottom line is every trader needs to learn to READ the markets. This means 

that simple rules will not do.  

There has to be a synthesis of different elements (whether they be price action, 

indicators, inter-market themes or whatever), and real-time interpretation must take 

place. It has to be all about CONTEXT. Once you can read the markets, and don't fool 

yourself it is a very complex process, then you can choose to employ "simple" set-ups to 

enter and exit. But the real work will be in interpreting the market to see when you 

should use which kind of set-up. Seeing a hammer or whatever near a support means 

nothing unless you've identified the broader picture and gotten a sense of the kind of 

tactics you should be using, and what the odds are for different scenarios unfolding. 

So to conclude, based on all of the above, my advice to you would be to stop 

trading and make a mental shift. Realize what you need to do to become successful, and 

it's definitely not staying on this endlessly unfruitful path being supported by the hope 

of future profits. You're just running in your place unless you change your focus and 

your learning method. And if you thought the journey was tough so far, you haven't 

seen anything yet. Get ready for uncertainty and ambiguity like you've never seen it 

before. But this shouldn't be scary. It should be exciting, because this is what trading is 

all about. This is why it's called an ART. And it truly becomes one when you change 

your focus and your learning process. Then everything, including success, becomes 

possible. And until then, it'll be a distant dream that keeps appearing to be so close and 

yet stays so far away.“ (ZIAD, 2009) 
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3 Problem analysis and current situation 

3.1 Broker comparison 
 

There are thousands of brokerage companies which differ in provided services. In 

common we can say that US companies offer better deals than Czech ones. The 

observed criteria are mainly commission round turn and margin value. In those can be 

significant differences for the profitable trading. (It is really important whether you 

spend twice as more for the same service or not. Also the size of margin requirements 

decides how many positions you are able to open with a certain account.) 

Another aspect is a broker reliability and credibility. Also the technological level of 

services such as technological support, trading platforms offered, security features etc.. 

One of significant issues I was dealing with was SL orders waiting at broker‟s 

servers or traders computer. In case that the internet connection goes down and trader 

does not have the order placed at broker‟s server but at his computer. Theoretically at 

this moment he faces an unlimited loss. One of the most basic rules at the market is to 

protect ones money.  

 

3.2 Analysis and creation of trading plan and choosing the best option 

3.2.1 Goals 

 

The aim is to create a simple, strongly mechanical system, logical and easy to 

execute. The system will be using primary following instruments– CC and DIV. Also 

the limit entries with maximum predefined risk 100 USD per trade, this is because of 

the MM rule of 2 %. The goal is to create a system which will have a monthly profit of 

500 USD in average. This amount is reviewed as decent for 1 contract. It is expected 

that the strategy will be traded with more contracts, but the maximum with keeping 

comfort  is about 7 (generally known), from this number  can occur problems with 

filling all portion of contracts  - talking about E-mini Russell 2000, the ES 500 can fill 

much more. The emphasis is laid on comfort execution and on minimally hesitation. It 
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is believed some small discretion is still needed and acceptable. Also the risk is 

demanded very low.  

It has to be said that the chosen market for primary analysis was E-mini Russell 

2000, this instrument was chosen for its biggest moves considering the dollar value, 

(biggest among the e- mini complex – TF, NQ, ES,YM). The market is characterized by 

nice big trending moves. The disadvantage is that the market is more aggressive and 

dynamic and with bigger tick - the smallest move is 2x bigger than in the other markets, 

therefore the higher SL is required – higher need for capital. 

 

3.2.2 Backtest  

 

Trend pattern 

The testing started with the trend pattern on TF. Results can be seen in the table. To 

comment the output it is needed to mention the general MAE MFE analysis first, which 

gave us the best values for SL and PT. To build on those values, we can step to further 

and more complex testing. The testing period starts on March 2011 and continues till 

August 2011. Always first hour and half after markets are opening. Overall 3 variants 

were tested: 

 Simple PT 250 USD, SL 100 USD, and no BE adjustment. As seen in the table 

this version ended as untradeable with a real small profit 

 Another test performed the option - SL 100, PT 250, BE+1 after 150, SL -50 

after 100 + MACD ES went better with a profit of 760 USD 

 The last one considering the trend pattern  - SL 100, PT 210, BE+1 after 150, SL 

-50 after 100 + MACD TF + MACD ES. This setting offered profit of 1340 

USD. Therefore this option is evaluated as the best and undergo further to the 

trading portfolio and later to live trading. It was noticed that this pattern is quite 

rare (the greater win ratio it has) 
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Divergence pattern 

The divergence was much more thoroughly tested and analyzed in order to find a 

primary pattern for the portfolio. This goal was completed as can be found lower. The 

start of the testing period was 7.2. 2011 and the end was 31.1.2012, practically the 

beginning of the live trading. This period offered us overall 133 trades, that is already a 

sufficient number that can be build on. Again, many variants were taken into account 

and surprisingly almost each was pleasant. 

 

Chart 6- Trend pattern backtest (created by author) 

Chart 7 - TF divergence backtest (created by author) 
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After reviewing many parameters such as: MACD over or under zero line, 

divergence of tops, rapid movement and time of entry, it was found out and concluded, 

that time of entry, size of entry bar, the size of penetration doesn‟t have any statistical 

influence on the success. The effect has only the size of SL and PT.   

 

Further these criteria were considered at the backtesting: 

 Trailing SL 

 Profit with the minimal space to the top  

 Entry to a space from the right foot of the pattern with time  

The best performance offered the simple fixed PT and SL, but for relieving traders 

psychic BE shift was added, completed by MACD cross exits. This is not the most 

profitable option, bud traders mind and comfort has to be taken care of. First of all the 

strategy has to fit the trader. Although the MFE and MAE values were 170 and 80 USD 

for SL. It was decided to have the same as for the Trend pattern (210 and 100 USD), in 

order not to confuse trader with switching parameters while trading under stress. This 

change “cost” 700 USD. 

 

 

Chart 8- TF divergence backtest (created by author) 
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Chart 9- TF div. backtest trades (created by author) 

 

 

Pin bar, inside bar 

For evaluating various approaches, an ATM strategy in software called Ninja 

Trader was created. Information about the inside bar pattern is mentioned earlier in the 

theoretical part of work. This pattern was programmed and the backtest went through. 

The computerized backesting was very comfortable. The work was done within few 

minutes instead of hour while the “manual” backtesting. Unfortunately the results ended 

very badly. The equity curve was unstable ended in negative value, performing too 

many trades – 851 in only two months, which is unacceptable amount even for 

daytrading, therefore this strategy was denied and no further developed. More can be 

seen lower. 
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Chart 10- TF inside bar equity (created by author) 

Chart 11- inside bar source code in Ninja Trader (created by author) 
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TF PIN 

Also after backesting the pin bar pattern with not very convincing output - it was 

decided not to include this pattern into the trading plan either. So this strategy will not 

have its place in my trading portfolio. 

The results were interesting, but for the pattern was not included to the portfolio, 

because it lacks the context, I could not trade the pattern standing alone. I would not 

have the trust in it.  Also the pattern had unstable profits – extremely differences among 

months – highly profitable, highly loosing and months with no action too. The pattern 

Chart 12- Inside bar results (created by author) 
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was not rejected for its profits but for its nature. However it would be a great pattern for 

computer automatic trading systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ES DIV 

Further instrument and the pattern tested and analyzed was the ES div. The setting 

was PT 150, SL 100 USD, no other interference. With its insufficient results also did 

not take the place in the trading portfolio. At first the testing looked promising, but in 

the middle of the year the equity started to go in the red numbers. Especially the DD 

was simply intolerable.  

Chart 13- TF pinbar backtest (created by author) 

Chart 14- ES div backtest (created by author) 
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3.3 Strategy trading plan 

3.3.1 Money management 

 

Many variants were tested and analyzed with various outputs. But of the best 

outcomes resulted in following detailed rules (stated lower) which are prepared for 

profitable live trading. The paper trading faze was skipped. Because there was almost 

no need for paper trading while using strongly mechanical systems. And also the 

markets environment and trading platform was previously well know. This faze was 

evaluated as useful but not necessary. 

 

3.3.2 Complete trading plan 

 

 

Chart 15- Timetable (created by author) 

 

Patterns: 

Trend 

1. Time check 

a. Trading from 15:30 to 17:00 

b. While report, do not enter position 5 minutes before report 

c. If there is a report announcement, do not enter position 5 minutes after 

that. 

d. While in position and already BE+1, can be in position over report 

e. While in position and still not BE+1, close the position 3 minutes before 

report by market order 
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Long: 

1. ES, TF: Check if the CC‟s are fresh 

2. ES: Check that I will not enter against divergence 

3. TF: Check if the trend already did not run out more than 800 USD. 

4. ES: MACD green over red , over zero line 

5. ES: penetration of the CC in uptrend (green bar has to close over the CC)  

6. ES: the order has to be sooner or together with the penetration of the CC on TF 

7. ES: after the CC penetration the price has to move within 150 USD from the CC 

penetrated 

8. TF: MACD green over red , over zero line 

9. TF: penetration of the CC in the uptrend (green bar has to close over the CC) 

10. TF: if there is a structure change over the CC within 5 tick, I watt for the 

structure penetration (green bar has to close over the structure) 

11. TF: after the penetration the price gets maximally to 140 USD, if it does 150 

USD and more the order is not placed 

12. TF: enter buy limit on the CC (PT 210$, SL -100$, if the position is in 100$ in 

profit, move  SL to -50, if in open profit of 150$, move to  BE+1) 

13. TF: if the order is not filled and the price gets to 150 USD and more, the order is 

to be cancelled 

14. TF: if the structure is rejected exactly by tick, I move to BE+1 

15. TF: exit on PT, exit on SL, exit on crossing of  MACD to short on TF or ES  

 

Divergence 

1. Time check 

a. Trading from 15:30 to 17:00 

b. While report, do not enter position 5 minutes before report 

c. If there is a report announcement, do not enter position 5 minutes after 

that 

d. While in position and already BE+1, can be in position over report 

e. While in position and still not BE+1, close the position 3 minutes before 

report by market order 
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Long: 

1. ES: MACD green over red 

2. TF: left shoulder from 13:00 of the same day 

3. TF: ling divergence creation 

4. TF: MACD green over red 

5. TF: MACD –the cross has to be before or while penetrating the CC long  

6. TF: close of the right shoulder of the divergence has to be within 150 USD from 

the CC (only after 16:15 - 16:30) 

7. TF: penetration of the CC in the uptrend (green bar has to close over the CC) 

8. TF: if there is a structure change over the CC within 5 tick, I watt for the 

structure penetration (green bar has to close over the structure) 

9. TF: after the penetration the price gets maximally to 140 USD, if it does 150 

USD and more the order is not placed 

10. TF: enter buy limit on the CC (PT 210$, SL -100$, if the position is in 100$ in 

profit, move  SL to -50, if in open profit of 150$, move to  BE+1) 

11. TF: if the order is not filled and the price gets to 150 USD and more, the order is 

to be cancelled 

12. TF: if the structure is rejected exactly by tick, I move to BE+1 

13. TF: exit on PT, exit on SL, exit on crossing of  MACD to short on TF or ES. 

(FOCUS, 2011) 

 

Supporting factors 

 Right shoulder on low of the day 

 Left shoulder under the CC, right shoulder over the CC 

 Divergence on ES long 
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3.3.3 Additional rules 

 2 trades per day max 

 At the divergence wicks can stand in the way 

 As soon as the MACD crosses, the potential divergence is cancelled 

 There has to be higher high and close in order to be valid divergence 

 If the momentum is exhausted or the divergence is too far, than it is invalid 

 Divergence only at high/low of the day 

 Be aware of pin bars on higher timeframes 

 At 1600 more aggressively, at  1700 be more careful 

 Divergence – legs has to be over the zero line in case of long, short visa 

versa 

 While trend pattern, first has to EMA‟s cross the zero line and than the CC 

cross 

 Take only two highest tops of MACD 

 

When the MACD crosses the zero line there and back, the level is considered as 

fresh one. If there is a strong trend and momentum. Or the situation looks “good” we 

can consider the situation more discretely. And if there are few millimetres or second 

missing, we can still take the trade. This rule is valid only exceptionally. A little bit of 

trading art is necessary. But still in the boundaries of the trading plan. This can make 

huge difference. 
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4 Proposals and contribution of suggested solution  

4.1 Live-Performed trades of chosen option 

4.1.1 Description of chosen trades 

 

At this place I will provide an overview of some realized trading days for the 

purpose of analysis. 

To start analysis of this trading day which was on 9.2.2012 we can begin with 

establishing downtrend after the opening at 15:30. After TF dropped 500 USD it started 

creating a pullbacks with right leg diverging. So after checking all my trading plan 

items – TF div? OK, ES, TF MACD? OK, CROSS CC? OK, I executed an entry order, 

one contract – limit placed at 8250 with a SL at 100USD. Three minutes later, the order 

was successfully filled. Unfortunately the market previously couldn‟t cross the structure 

so it turned back in the downtrend a quickly hit my SL at the value of 90 USD ( I was 

filled with a positive slippage 1 tick – 10 USD).  MFE in this trade was only 1 tick, that 

means that the market did the exact opposite than expected. This is the reason we use 

stoplosses. We have to think in a wider horizon and have to be “aware” of statistics and 

probabilities. 

 The bears continued their direction and after another hour I got next signal. It was 

again a divergence, bud after receiving a full SL I did not feel very comfortable, 

however this is exactly what sorts winners and losers – I had to obey my trading plan 

and I did. However I could not resist the feeling that 2 losses in a day would be painful. 

Speculation that the trend is exhausted and that there are no longer any sellers, which 

usually appears when the trend does more than 1000 USD, just like in this case. So after 

controlling all the checkpoints – TF DIV? OK, ES, TF MACD? OK,  CROSS CC? OK 

and after considering 60 and 30 minute timeframes, where I checked the structure of 

swings and pin bars I placed a limit order – 1 contract at 820 long. I have to admit, I did 

not believe in this trade at all, but plan was a plan. Trading is not about believes and 

emotions, that I know very well. The order was again filled and my account 

immediately was exposed 80 USD open loss. Just only shortly, at that position the 

market reversed with a volatile bar and soon my SL was moved from – 100 to – 50 and 

a moment afterwards to BE +1, where it had to face a small correction to gain a full PT 
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at 210 USD after a  strongly volatile bar. The trade took 13 minutes and for me as a 

trader it was quite emotional, nervous and difficult day, bud ended well – with 100% 

discipline and that is the most important aspect plus the previous loss was erased. (lower 

you can see the commented trade screenshot) 

 

 

Another example of one of my trading worth-mentioning days was the 30.3.2012, 

which was a little demonstration of discretion, more aggressive trading – thing that 

differs live traders from AOS computer programs. At 15:30 hours, there was a 

divergence forming with left leg at 14:08. The signal was supported with declining 

MACD on ES, the swing structure on TF was far enough (at 8327), 60 and 30‟ 

timeframes were OK, and what more, there was a strong pin bar developed at 15:31 

hours. And right after opening we can expect bigger moves (but also have to be careful), 

the whole complex of markets was to a downtrend.  So after considering all these facts I 

decided to short the market even  if the TF MACD was missing few millimetres to be 

absolutely valid. This judgement proofed to be very professional. In this case I used 

some % of discretionary thinking and took the trade little bit more aggressively. It was 

not a violation of my plan, it was just more aggressive, still in boundaries of my strictly 

Chart 16 - 9.2.2012 Day analysis (created by author) 
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defined plan. Because the market does not care about 0,2 millimetres at some MACD 

indicator, it does not reflect anything, surely not all the traders‟ minds. A computer 

programmed AOS trading system would not do that, but I am a trader, I think and can 

be discretionary and that is my edge on the markets. The market‟s open is at 15:30, after 

crossing CC at 15:31:00 I placed a limit order short , size 1 contract at the value 8350 at 

15:31:01 and the position was filled at 15:31:02.! This shows how extremely fast 

daytrading can sometimes be, and how emotionally exerted. And trader has to respond 

often very quickly, which can even increase stress. 

The trade went all well, with almost no heat (MAE) -10 USD, and in almost 2 

minutes I was at BE+1, so I could not lose any money any more, which I felt very 

comforting. This trade happen d to be nice quick one winning trade, nothing stood in its 

way – less than 4 minutes – 210 USD was made (of course not every day is like this 

one, losses are also natural part of this business). To summarize that- 100% discipline 

with a bit of aggression.  

A short while later, new signal was creating. Again a nice valid divergence with 

shoulders in 2 price levels (those are the strongest ones), there appeared also a 

divergence in the ES market which is considered as a supporting signal, so according to 

the plan – TF DIV? OK, ES, TF MACD? OK, TF CROSS CC? OK, LIMIT IN? OK, 

SL-100USD? OK,  OUT – SL? OK.  Good trade which ended on full SL – 100USD. 

The price did not reverse, it made only a small correction and continued in downtrend, 

however there was enough space to the swing high. This is absolutely normal issue in 

trading and there is no need to worry about anything. In conclusion a good, profitable 

day, the plan was successfully fulfilled – objective completed. 
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Chart 17- 30.3.12 Day analysis (created by author) 

 

A different situation that happen to be on 22.3.2012 was the Trend pattern -  It 

occurred at 15:05 (Due to US time change, that is 14 days sooner than in Europe) after 

markets were set up following:  establishing an uptrend after markets opening brought 

soon a correction which was thought to continue in bulls rally plus there was also a 

positive fundamental news at 14:30. At 15:04 all conditions of the trend pattern were 

made, such as: ES crossing CC, TF and ES MACD in “OK position”.  All aspects were 

supporting the decision.  

After TF crossing CC there was no doubt about going long and placing a limit order 

at the value 8200. Taking in notice the space to the swing high, of course. With the first 

bar the order was filled and following bars were exposing my money in loss position. It 

showed that the market probably would not continue with uptrend and stopped at the 

near strong SR level and making a nice double top, the market gave me 100 USD loss. 

In fact the move was so strong, that I suffered a negative slippage -110 USD (this was 

not considered in backtests!)  The uptrend turned to be a downtrend. In fact I was 

standing at the exact opposite side where I should be, but everything was according to 
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the plan. And that what counts – 100% discipline. Good example why traders should 

use their stoplosses.  

 

Chart 18- 22.3.2012 Day analysis (created by author) 

 

Next trade worth analyzing was on 16th of April. At the opening the price was 

several times attacking a very strong SR level the 8000. And with its last unsuccessful 

attempt it reversed and headed to the south. The momentum was so strong that the 

market did 1000 USD (golden point) in less than half an hour. Unfortunately I was not 

present in this move, my conditions were not fulfilled. The price stopped almost without 

any correction at 7875. After analyzing 30„ and 1 hour graph, it was clear that the 

market created a very strong double bottom, left leg was 5 days earlier. This level was 

so important that, some action from other traders had to be expected.  

Also trading is not only about indicator x crosses 0 line and y does something else. 

It is about putting entries in wider context. Therefore I assessed the situation as a strong 

opportunity even though few “millimetres” were still missing. Even more, another small 

intraday DB was created as a sign of a pullback and a changing trend. Plus after moves 

like this a bigger correction is expected. So when I checked the TF DIV, ES and TF 

MACD and crossing CC I placed the order at 7900 long. Filled by next bar it made an 
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open profit 170 USD very quickly but suddenly started making a correction. Plan told 

me to exit the trade when ES MACD crossing, so this was executed. Few seconds later I 

saw another reversion of the prise and it went quickly to my potential PT but already 

without me. I had to come out and be pleased with 40 USD instead of 210. I was 

naturally little disappointed, but t this is normal, this is what happens and people must 

not be greed in this business or they can‟t succeed. After all, very nice trade and the 

plan was completed, the day ended with a small profit.  

 

Chart 19- 16.4.2012 Day analysis (created by author) 

 

Additional trading rules 

This list of rules and notes was read every single day before own trading in order to 

prepare the trader for the performance. The goal was to remember important aspects, 

calm down the mind and be relaxed and prepared for work. I have to admit that this 

psychological support was very helpful and really worked. I was trading “in the zone” 

and the stress was much lower, but still some. This feature is widely recommended and 

valuable while daytrading. 
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Another supporting feature was the table of tasks, where the trader evaluates 

himself each day how he performed. Also in the task section were mostly  things where 

the trader had problems and weak spots. This exercise helps to achieve better results 

because the trader concentrates on fulfilling the objectives and  100% discipline and not 

on his emotions and is not influenced by them.  

 

 

 

 

  

Chart 20- Task performance evaluation (created by author) 
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Trading goals 

 100% discipline of my trading plan  

 2 patterns on russell2000 according to the TP 

 Record and evaluate them every day 

 Reach the planned target of 500usd 

 Trade 3 contracts until 6 months 

 

Golden trading rules 

 Have a plan and a strategy 

 Obey this plan and strategy 

 Use stop los 

 Control and reduce risk 

 Let the profit trades run 

 Trade with trend 

 Do not trade fundamentals 

 In trading relay only on myself and my patterns 

 Money management and position sizing 

 100% discipline 

 

 

8 truths about market 

 In markets anything can happen 

It is not important to know what happens in a moment to make money at the 

market 

 Profits and loses come in a random order 

 Every trade has an absolutely unique result 

 Every moment in the markets is unique 

 Losses are the unavoidable part of trading, you can only control them 

 It always be needed to return a part of the profits back in to the markets 
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 Without a 100% discipline and a the trust into my plan and patterns I cannot 

have a long term success 

 

My edge 

 100% discipline 

 Own patterns that only 1 trade 

 System built on the direction of the market ES (Vol500) and the MACD 

indicator 

 Trading of two patterns on the market TF after the penetration of the CC on the 

ES in MACD direction  

 Consistent records and analysis of trades 

 Logical and simple strategy 

 

My trading axioms 

 Never entry the position based on feelings 

 Discipline, restraint, and the ability to deal with losses  

 Strict, mechanical obeying of rules just like pilots 

 Consistent, no emotions, professionally 

 Trading is 60% psychology, 30% MM and only, 10% entry strategy 

 Trade less, gain more 

 There can be a losing month or two, but it is still ok 

 The equity curvy usually goes to the minus in the beginning 

 Trying to improve myself, doing good trades, learn to self-control 

 20 USD daily is a nice number 

 Trading is statistics 

 Calm, peace, relaxation (FOCUS, 2011) 
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If I gain many small losses and few big winning trades, in a long term still I will be 

in profit with a system with low probability. For all, it is needed to control our own 

psychic, to be able to execute signal by signal according to our trading plan, only those 

who succeed in it, have a chance to achievement. 

The ability to be still consistent, not to panic and a not fall into a depression in 

times when we are not doing good is called discipline, restraint and the ability to deal 

with losses. Losses are natural part of successful trading and we can‟t avoid small losses 

if we want to be consistently profitable in trading business. 

 

4.1.2 Summary of trading results 

 

At this point a will evaluate the trading results from the trades which were executed 

from 1.2 – 30.4. Three month is already a decent time sample for a relevant evaluation. 

And usually strategies are evaluated right after this period. First, it has to be said and it 

is important, that the results capture a real live trading with real money (not any demo 

version paper trading). Every day for the 3 months I was at the computer and traded for 

2 hours. It was done honestly and with discipline. So it has a real testifying value. In 

conclusion, It was expected that the trading strategy will perform about 30 % worse 

than in backtest but the real results were even worse, proximately the result was 40% of 

the backtest. The system made weak 378 USD in 3 month per 1 contract. (traded with 1 

contract, Excluding commission fees for the broker which were 125 USD). This 

represents 30% of the total profit, which is totally unacceptable. The costs are simply 

too high and for daytrading very unusual. 
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Chart 21- Live results (created by author) 

 

Overall there were made 27 trades, 12 were winners, 15 looses.  That is 0,5 trades 

per day – also very low rate for daytrading. Trader can feel boring and also that he is 

sitting  in front of the computer  “for nothing” The win ratio was 44% which is almost 

the only indicator that went as planned, but doesn‟t say anything standing alone. The 

average trade made a very small profit of 9,4 USD – absolutely unsatisfying and not 

worth of trading. Highest profit was a full PT. 

 Number of losing trades can be higher than the number of profitable but the 

strategy  still can be profitable, because the risk reward ratio (RRR) is 1:1.7 = average 

gain is greater than the average loss. In other words, you can have 5 losses, each of 100 

USD and then only one profit in the amount of $ 700, but still you will earn 200 USD, 

although the number of losing trades is far greater. That is why the actual numbers as 

RRR or percentage of profitable trades do not tell anything. You need to have these 

indicators together and still embedded in the context of other numbers. 
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 The biggest loss was 110 USD caused by a quick market movement and following 

negative slip. Maximum drawdown from the equity curve was 230 USD - (in March 

which was extremely bad trading month) which represents less than 3%, that is also a 

nice number. Risk reward ratio (RRR) was 1,7. The strategy did great at not losing 

money but failed at making money – missing out the most significant market moves. 

Overall poor performance with small number of trades offered. But still ended over 

zero, that can be found as a positive and good result for starting trader and many opened 

questions for improvement. Many issues were discovered from the psychological part of 

the problem. And that tells more than plain numbers...In March the system even gave 

the loss 230 USD. The performance showed that the system is at the edge of being 

tradable. This is caused not only by the quite poor results. But mostly for its logic, 

which is sometimes found to be extremely difficult for trader‟s psychic. To find out 

about these factors the system had to undergo the live test.  

None of this was known previously of the backtest. To explain this – the strategy is 

on one hand very comfortable for trading – (limit orders, prevent from overtrading in 

choppy days, simplicity waiting for bar close, quoted SR levels – the CC, very 

mechanical, strict rules, not many enters per day but on the other hand it can sometimes 

make the trader very frustrated. Not only to criticize it has to be mentioned that only 

few people trade this same strategy, which is an advantage. In March the market moves 

were really very poor and many traders made big losses, however my mild strategy 

made only 200usd loss, which I consider not so bad. This strategy also helps to obey the 

plan with its simplicity and it is relatively easy for the trader to be 100% disciplined – 

this is a great plus.  
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Chart 22-Live results equity (created by author) 

 

 

Chart 23- Live results (created by author) 
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4.1.3 Evaluation of trading strategy and its project goals 

 

Many times happened that one of the trading filters prevented to enter a nice trade. 

Usually it was few seconds of millimetres on the indicator. This feature was useful in 

March because the markets were almost choppy but in April there were many nice 

moves but in the system prevented us to take part of them. This was not noticed from 

the backtest, but when trading live, it is very frustrating and demotivating to watch nice 

trending market and don‟t have a trade even for a weak! This because of some “silly” 

rules which the market doesn‟t care about at all. The rules are set too strictly and partly 

do not reflect the market context, structure or dynamics. And missing beautiful trades 

make trader very angry and uncomfortable. Even if the trader “knew” or  “felt” the 

move. The system is too set not to lose money instead of making money. 

Another big problem, which caused the lack in the performance was the data and 

time problem. At the beginning it has to be said that the markets can be very quick and 

that even a time period of one second matters. Several times happened that the market 

closed the bar over the CC and the conditions for the entry were fulfilled. Or the 

divergence was drawn. But, after refreshing the charts the graph was different and the 

entry was invalid! (this happened even with the time synchronization software). This 

means that I took trades that I was not supposed to but not my fault.  This matter of fact 

is very serious and also was not known at the backtest faze. This later partly solved with 

constant reloading of chart. Unfortunately this procedure takes from  40-50 seconds. So 

for this time, I have no trading charts, just blank windows. This also doesn‟t increase 

the traders comfort very much. The reloading solution can help with the divergence 

issue but not with the CC. It is just too slow and many times only one second matters a 

lot in intraday trading.  

Later it was discovered that there are some small differences among the data 

providers and also that the live streaming and the following reload is not the same. It 

can be because the market is moving so fast and the data is coming to the user in small 

packages. To try to prevent this data can be provided from some reliable and more 

expensive data management company. This package would cost 150 USD, which I 

consider just too much to afford.  Bigger problem is with the ES 5000 volume graph, 
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which is very data- sensitive. After all, this showed as very annoying that I was in trades 

I should not be and vice versa and could not do anything about that, and on the other 

side I was missing trades because of few seconds and indicator millimetres, that nobody 

cares about and which could even be caused by the inaccurate data feed. A small issue 

which frustrated a lot. 

Another big problem was with the order filling. This showed only the live trading. 

If the price hits the limit order, it doesn‟t have to be executed. There can be many orders 

from other traders before me in the queue and my order doesn‟t have to be paired. This 

fact also was not taken into consideration and all trades like these were considered as 

filled in backtest. But this doesn‟t work in real trading many trades run away because of 

one tick and they would hit a potential PT. This issue made so big differences in results 

that I considered to change the strategy and enter the position on CC plus always one 

tick more. (Instead of 755.0 I would place 755.1) This challenge occurred also in case 

of exiting. What I would mark in the BT as PT filled, in reality was 1 more tick needed. 

This has to do with bid and ask spread prices. For further improvements in backtest the 

PT marked as filled must overcome the target price by 1 tick to by completely 

trustworthy. 

Many other aspects appeared while live trading most of them were psychological 

nature few of them technical. The plan was to catch the momentum in the markets, 

which is caused by other traders fear and greed. But later I witnessed that momentum 

can only partly be caught by limit orders and that much more appropriate would be stop 

orders. In many cases after the momentum was exhausted, the market did a significant 

move, which could be caught only by stop orders, my indicators were finally “ready” 

and offered me the entry. But too late, after every one was already in or even jumping 

out. I should enter the plan according to the plan - very illogical and difficult to obey 

and trust. 

Furthermore it showed that the values – 100 USD for SL and 210 for PT are not the 

best. The reason is that there are big players, who are aware of that and often scalp the 

market exactly for 100-110 USD. In many cases also, when the market did 190 USD 

from the CC, it slowed down or reversed. The reason is that many traders have their PT 

at the value 200 USD, so it is very illogical and not very sophisticated to have PT 
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behind this level at the value 210 and go against other traders. At least it doesn‟t help 

the psychology. 

Also exiting on the ES MACD turned to be not very clever. Sometimes the markets 

went the opposite way, but I had to exit the market according to the plan at reversing 

ES, by this way I left some money at the market too. 

 

4.1.4 Solutions for system optimalization and improvement 

 

Overall, the strategy proved to be slightly profitable in real markets. It has surely 

some advantages such as relative comfort; prepared trading levels in form of CC. 

 I decided to stop trading it and reanalyze it with knowledge from real trading. 

Important experience showed its main disadvantages which are – the strategy is too 

mild, prevents you from losing money but also from bigger profits. It has too little 

entries. For improvement I would suggest first of all usage of the stop entries (this will 

increase the trades by 60 % I guess), second I prefer applying more of the price action - 

DT, DB, 3U (triangle) and 123 entry. Or with a support of intermarket analysis, and 

more discretionary approach (this could also be a disadvantage). Also significant 

improvements could be done by using variable PT such as trailing SL, exiting at hi/lo of 

the day, exiting at the market structure etc. This all means many hours of analysing and 

further testing in real conditions. It has to be said that the CC logic proofed to be a 

strong element which can be further developed. 

Not only to criticise, trading is not black and white. There is no „optimal“ strategy, 

or indicator or even holy grail. No strategy is perfect, and it always will be extremely 

emotionally difficult. That is only fact how the markets behave and also, why so many 

traders lose their money. Stop orders present extra stress, the same is with further profit 

targets. Always trader will be out of the trader because of one tick. This cannot be 

stopped. This can only be helped to prevent. 

 Another solution can be presenting a backup  price action system, for further 

development. 
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The basic rules are following: It is traded always in the direction of the 

development on higher timeframes and waiting for formation of any of these situations 

expecting other traders to engage: 123 pattern, TR (trading range) and role reversal 

(flip). Than the entry is found on the 123 formation. For better timing smaller timeframe 

is used – 15,5,3,1 minute timeframes. RB 9 and 4 charts can also be used when the time 

based graphs are unclear. Important SR levels – yesterday close, today open, yesterday 

hi+low. 

 

Price patterns 

 TR – When the price breaks out the TR and then bounces of the TR line back to 

the suggested direction. The entry is with the stop order under/over the 

correction 

 Breakout of the first correction on the 1 min. TF after the 123 formation on 3 or 

5 minute timeframe. Ideally when price bounces of the top of the 123 formation 

– a RR is created. Entry is with the stop entry over/under the correction 

 123 Touch and go - The goal of the trend patterns is to catch the correction on 

the main TF of 3 minutes. If  a beginning of a development of structure of the 

market is recognized in form of TR, 123 than it can be speculated to its 

continuation on lower timeframe. IF the market bounces of EMA on 3 min. TF 

and then returns back. The entry is the stop order under/over the top 2 of 

formation 123 on 1 minute or RB 

 123RR – breakout of mini 123 on RR on higher timeframes. If market breaks SR 

on 3,5 of 15 minute and then returns on RR. Entry is the stop order under/over 

top 2 of formation 123 

 Counter trend pattern when the basic rules should be filled: the market already 

did a significant move without a correction on 1 min. TF. The market already 

did 3 and more corrections after the 123 formation on 3 min. The market did a 

significant move that represents a normal daily volatility.(more than 9 points).  

The market stopped on any type of SR for example any daily H/L from the past. 

Any open  or a top of clear swing on 15 min. TF. When the formation looks 

better and clearer the probability is greater. If there is a mini 123 on 1 min. TF 
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and if there is a formation DT/DB on 3 and 5 minute TF. Stop entry is on the 

123 

 Breakout 123 on daily S/R or 15 min TF S/R. Stop entry on 123 

 

Filtering 

 The point of the filtration is to enter the traders only there where the most of the 

traders engage (those who use indicators). It is good to trader with other traders 

expectations 

 Filtration of signals with EMA 

 In graph are 3 basic EMAs – from the 3 minute TF, RB9 and 1 min. TF. The 

trade is entered  only only over/under 2 of these 3 EMAs 

 MACD - It is only used as a trend determination. This only gives the 

information if the indicator traders are engaged. MACD is displayed on the 3 

and 1 minute TF. The position is entered only when MACD is close to zero 

 Filtration with help of potential – space from SR levels and against swings 

 The entry to the trade has to be  far enough to be able to have enough space for 

placing the PT to the nearest strong SR or against swing 

 

Checklist to the system 

 Is the pattern really nicely developed? 

 Does the situation make sense on 3 and 5 min. TF and is it in the harmony with 

the structure development on these timeframes? 

 How does the MACD look? 

 What is the SL? 

 What is the potential to SR and to High/Low of the swing against 

 How many corrections has already developed  

 Is the EMA situation clear? 

SL is put on a logical point and when price is behind it, that means the end of a 

clear occasion. The SL is 2 tick behind a near SR level (usually about 12 tics). The level 
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van be High/low of a last candlebar in the direction of trade on 3 minute TF. Profit 

target is placed on a near SR level (usually 12-20 tics). The RRR is about 1,5. 

This system is not about excel and backtesting but about experiencing it. Spending 

hundreds of hours in front of the screen and considering it more as an art. (JIM, 2011) 
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5 Conclusions 
 

After acquainting with the theoretical resources of the work, mainly emphasis on 

various very important aspects of money management and technical analyses as well as 

the psychology of trading, is this knowledge used in the analytical part, which 

represents the main edge of this thesis. From the money management part the important 

challenge was noticing of the RRR rules. And from the topic of technical analyses the 

MACD indicator was considered as crucial. All this knowledge was further developed 

into many series of backtesting . This was done in order to develop a profitable and 

tradable strategy. Also an automated, computerized strategy backtesting was used.  

This goal was achieved  despite of the fact that some techniques showed as 

unsuccessful, namely – the pin bar and inside bar pattern. The analysis resulted in 

creation of very detailed trading plan which was prepared to be run on live trading. This 

strategy was also accompanied with many rules and features mainly for the trader‟s 

psychology, which was put on the first place. The most valuable part of the work 

represents the everyday live trading with the real account (not a demo version). Only 

this approach can really verify the functionality of each strategy, because only in this 

moment emotions truly step in the game.  

According to the literature the success on the stock markets is 60% psychology, 

therefore this fact was seriously taken into account. And also important aspect were 

found out, such as significant distinction between backtest and live trading in terms of 

order filling. This issue was one of the causes of the below average result The three 

month live trading ended with interesting results. The developed strategy made overall 

profit of 378 USD (excluding commissions – 125 USD). Another reason of this lower 

performance was that few of the trades were not according to the plan. The trade 

developed too quickly for the execution and the trader hesitated or one of the rules of 

the 100% trading plan discipline was broken and a loss occurred. Many further 

improvements were suggested to be further tested. This couldn‟t be reached without the 

live trading faze, that showed to be absolutely essential when developing a trading 

strategy. Because aspects collected will serve for further development. 
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In conclusion, after all, the task was completed, the profitable strategy for 

daytrading on e-mini markets was created and proven, however the live trading also 

showed much new knowledge and new topics for further testing and development. All 

of this shall be done in order to improve the results – increase the profit and built the 

strategy more stable with bigger number of trades. All the recommendation and 

information how, are included. 
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